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Vikings and Victories: Sea Stories From ‘The Seafarer’ to Skyfall and the Future of British Maritime Culture
Abstract:
In 2011 Nick Harvey, Communication and Campaigns manager for Seafarers UK,  wrote an article for the Maritime Foundation deploring what he called ‘alarming ignorance of our island nation’s dependence on the sea’: ‘Our nationwide survey revealed that general maritime knowledge amongst the public at large is severely lacking, and ‘sea blindness’ is a huge problem’, he stated. Knowledge of Britain’s past and present seafarers appeared patchy and a character from American film was identified by some as Britain’s greatest seaman. But why might Britain have become ‘sea-blind’, as the survey results suggest? Building on Harvey’s claim that the fictional Jack Sparrow has replaced Alfred the Great and Nelson as a national maritime icon, this article seeks to demonstrate the close connection between literary culture, the politics of identity and the fortunes of the British seafaring tradition, especially its navy. The representation of seafarers in a literary trend is seen to be an accurate indicator of the nation’s attitude to maritime activities at any given time. Bringing together interdisciplinary perspectives, the article suggests that the impact of literary and filmic depictions is more important than has been recognised: opinion formers are likely to be influenced by such depictions rather than or alongside overt arguments about hardware or policy.
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Article:
In November 2011 Nick Harvey, Communication and Campaigns manager for Seafarers UK, wrote an article for the Maritime Foundation deploring what he called ‘alarming ignorance of our island      nation’s dependence on the sea’:
Our nationwide survey revealed that general maritime knowledge amongst the public at large is severely lacking, and ‘sea blindness’ is a huge problem. Even folk in the UK’s major ports appear to have largely lost any sense of connection with the sea. We found, for example, that 25% of children aged 7–14 thought ‘Pirate of the Caribbean’ Captain Jack Sparrow was Britain’s most famous seaman. Adults fared little better; an alarming 20% thought Calais was a port in the UK… The… dependence of our island nation on merchant ships, protected by our Royal Navy, was [thus] the message Seafarers UK wanted to drive home to the public...​[1]​
Harvey’s repeated key word – ‘alarm’ - characterises reports and scholarly articles in the area of Royal and merchant naval policy. 
The British government’s Strategic Defence and Security Review of 2010 highlighted problems of overstretch, equipment and strategic planning in the Royal Navy, but its conclusions were received as exacerbating rather than addressing these issues. A number of responses questioned its logic and regarded it as Treasury-driven, cutting where no further cuts could be borne. Later in 2010, Prins and Blackham summed up a broadly-shared view that the Royal Navy was now insufficiently large to protect Britain’s maritime trade, repeating Harvey’s key word: ‘the picture is an alarming one’. Campaigning groups such as Save the Royal Navy and the Phoenix Thinktank indicate in their choice of names that the navy and maritime policies generally require rescue and rebirth, and their sharpening critical stance on British naval policy supports this reading. In 2012, Willett, a RUSI research fellow, concluded simply that ‘times are tough for the naval-industrial complex’.​[2]​ This is despite the fact that both academics like Willett and serving seafarers such as Admiral Griggs, Chief of the Royal Australian Navy, describe the twenty-first century as a ‘Maritime Century’. As Griggs notes:
In the 21st century, humanity has attained the capacity to use the world’s oceans more than ever before – for transport; for resources; and for the importance of the maritime environment itself. As a result the world’s oceans have become more valuable than ever before.​[3]​
But why might Britain have become ‘sea-blind’ at this crucial time, as the survey results and the alarm of informed commentators suggest? Building on Harvey’s claim that the fictional Jack Sparrow has replaced Alfred the Great and Nelson, this article seeks to demonstrate the close connection between literary culture, the politics of identity and the fortunes of the British seafaring tradition, especially its navy. This illuminates an aspect of the debate about maritime policy hitherto overlooked by both contemporary historiography and political activists.
1 The Seafarer
In The Exeter Book, a tenth century collection of poetry, is a unique work called ‘The Seafarer’. Here is part of it, with my translation:
bitre breostceare	Bitter breast-care
gebiden hæbbe,	Biding with me,
gecunnad in ceole	I’ve known in my keel,
cearselda fela,	The crash-pad of care,
atol yþa gewealc,	Woeful weltering.
þær mec oft bigeat	There often you’d find me
nearo nihtwaco	On wakeful night watch
æt nacan stefnan,	Stiffened at the stem,
þonne he be clifum cnossað.	When we capered by the cliffs…
hungor innan slat	A hunger scythes inside
merewerges mod.	The wave-weary mind.
Þæt se mon ne wat	The man knows not
þe him on foldan	For whom on land
fægrost limpeð,	All falls out fair
hu ic earmcearig	How I, poor worrier,
iscealdne sæ	On ice-cold sea
winter wunade	Wandered in winter
wræccan lastum,	Outlawed on the lam,
winemægum bidroren,	Robbed of family and friends
bihongen hrimgicelum;	Hung with rimy icicles
hægl scurum fleag.	As hail flew in storms…
Forþon him gelyfeð lyt,	Because he barely believes it,
se þe ah lifes wyn	He who has all life’s luck,
gebiden in burgum,	Bides in the burbs,
bealosiþa hwon,	Clueless of crisis ,
wlonc ond wingal,	Boozy and boastful,
hu ic werig oft	How I, weary, oft
in brimlade	In the seaways
bidan sceolde.	Slave.

The poem is long, bleak and at first looks inaccessible. But given its cultural importance it is still a surprise that it is not better known. Scholars of Anglo-Saxon agree: Corbett laments that classes on Anglo-Saxon verse are now regarded as ‘dusty and irrelevant’, whilst Niles asks whether the influence of Anglo-Saxon on writers like Pound (who translated ‘The Seafarer’ in 1911) and Heaney (much-lauded translator of the 8th-10th century Beowulf) would now be possible. Both men encountered Anglo-Saxon poems at university, but since most students do not now study Old English, would this still be the case?​[4]​ Uninterest in Anglo-Saxon and Norse cultures is also described by North and Allard. ‘Not a lot of people know about Old English literature’, they state, continuing (with a directness unusual in scholarly writing): ‘we wanted to show you how good the poem Beowulf really is and how interesting the other stories in Old English, Old Icelandic and Anglo-Norman literatures really are’. In particular, North and Allard quote examples of abuse of such texts among the chattering classes: A.N. Wilson (The Sunday Telegraph, 2000) alleged that ‘Beowulf is just a rather dull folk tale’ and Giles Coren (The Times, 2005) sneered ‘a cultural artefact fit for modern consumption? I’m not convinced… Beowulf is rubbish’.​[5]​ In this article I argue that a literary-historical overview of British culture from around 1800 can show how the loss of interest in seafaring in opinion-forming circles is chronologically related to hostility to an Anglo-Saxon and Viking past, helping to exacerbate the contemporary ‘sea-blindness’ described by Harvey.
2 Anglo-Saxon Seafaring and the Royal Navy
Once upon a time Britain’s Anglo-Saxon, Norse and ‘Viking’ literature was deliberately emphasised - by English and German ideologues arguing for a shared Nordic-Teutonic heritage. From around 1730 onward, the important differences between the actual histories of Anglo-Saxon, Danish and Norwegian groups were glossed over so that, with Hanoverian kings on the throne and wars against French, American and Scottish forces recurrent, the warrior culture of ancient Germanic/Nordic manhood could be celebrated. Warton wrote ‘runic odes’ in the 1730s; Thomson lauded the brave who were destined for ‘Odin’s hall’ in Liberty (1734) and so on. Imitators multiplied, so enamoured that Southey claimed in the 1790s that British poets should turn away from Greece to the North for inspiration.​[6]​ Novelists followed Romantic poets: Scott (Harold the Dauntless, 1817) and Bulwer-Lytton (Harold: The Last of the Saxon Kings, 1848) told tales of Saxon and Danish nobility. And Victorian historians seized on the notion that parliamentary liberties originated in Saxony and the northern nations to claim English superiority in home and imperial governance: Turner (1799), Palgrave (1830s to 1870s) and Green (1870 to 1880s) led the way.​[7]​ The English, it could be argued, were good soldiers, sailors, explorers and colonial administrators because of their ‘blood’ and its descent from Norse warriors and Saxon parliamentarians. 
This ethnic politics of literature and history had a specifically naval dimension. Mythically it was the Anglo-Saxon King Alfred who founded the Royal Navy. As the Royal Naval Museum website asserts:

No navy or fleet existed in any shape or form in England until the reign of King Alfred (871-901). His first seaborne engagement was in 882 against four Danish ships in the Stour estuary, and in 895-7 Alfred built longships to his own design and defeated the Danes off Essex and in the Thames estuary. It is for this reason that King Alfred is often claimed to be the founder of the Navy.​[8]​ 
Parker states unambiguously that ‘King Alfred, national identity and the navy are inextricably bound together’, particularly in Victorian sea-stories and poems, like those of the naval officer Stables and the Poet Laureate Austin, who wrote in 1896 that Alfred ‘laid the foundation... of our society, our language, and our naval power’. Some writers argued, further, that Alfred had been taught his strategic awareness of the sea by Vikings and Danes from northern England.​[9]​ The Victorian court and the culture that it shaped was decisively pro-German, and pro-Danish too after the Prince of Wales married Princess Alexandra of Denmark in 1863, and English literature thus repeatedly turned to a hero who reminded the royal family and the nation of their Norse-Germanic connections. Alfred was perfect: a king who as well as his naval initiative was noted for his laws, his Christianity, his encouragement of early history-writing and craftsmanship and his defeat of less civil invaders in the late ninth century. 
Alfred, founder of the navy, thus by a coincidence of cultural imperatives became the acceptable face of Anglo-Saxon and Norse culture in the Victorian period. And it was useful to continue to blur Saxon into Danish into Anglo-Saxon via the shared maritime heritage; as we now speak of an Atlantic Arc of Celtic cultures, following Cunliffe, then we might have spoken of a German Ocean Grouping.​[10]​ When Tennyson as Poet Laureate wrote a poem to welcome Princess Alexandra to Britain in 1863, he situated both Denmark and England in the sea-king tradition:
Sea-kings' daughter from over the sea,
Alexandra!
Saxon and Norman and Dane are we,
But all of us Danes in our welcome of thee...
Bride of the heir of the kings of the sea--
O joy to the people and joy to the throne,
Come to us, love us, and make us your own:
For Saxon or Dane or Norman we,
Teuton or Celt, or whatever we be,
We are each all Dane in our welcome of thee.​[11]​
3 Viking Seafaring: Scholarship Meets Adventure
This sea-facing royal mythmaking also produced notable scholars of Old Norse and Icelandic. Litzenberg and Wawn have discussed this trend, and the new catch-all term ‘Viking’.​[12]​ It was not used until the early nineteenth century but its coining marked an excitement about longships, sea fights and voyages of exploration and conquest that echoed Britain’s contemporary empire-building naval activities. Victorians keenly consumed new translations of old poems and sagas. For instance, the saga of Frithiof or Fridthjof, written down in 14th century Iceland, was translated from the Swedish by Strong, a royal chaplain, in 1833, with further translations following throughout the 1830s.​[13]​ It told how Frithiof was sent on a sea voyage in an attempt to kill him. Supernatural forces are sent to attack the ship, conjuring a storm which Frithiof battles heroically:
But the dauntless sea-king standing,
On his true oak holds his way,
And the helm himself commanding,
Joys to mark the wild winds play.
Tight he hauls the sheet; swift, swifter
Cuts the galley through the sea,
And whatever billows lift her,
Westward flieth, fast and free...
‘Blench not, white-cheeked seamen;
Waves are wilful Vikings,
Hard it is to strive with
Ocean’s green-haired maids.
See, there comes the mead horn

Finishing his voyage with a swig of mead as the Scottish Orkney Isles come into view, Frithiof embodies the Viking seafarer reborn as a British naval hero and his ilk soon entered popular culture.​[14]​
New Victorian/Viking sea-stories included Ballantyne’s Erling the Bold: A Tale of Norse Sea-Kings (1869) and Collingwood’s Thorstein of the Mere (1895) as well as Rider Haggard’s Eric Brighteyes (1889). The latter was dedicated to Queen Victoria’s daughter, the German Empress, as the widow of a fellow ‘hero of our Northern stock’ like Eric. Perhaps the best example of the significance of literary scholarship and production in turning British readers to face the sea is Collingwood. As well as being a novelist, he was a scholar of Norse Medieval material. He helped to translate and publish the thirteenth-century saga The Life and Death of Cormac the Skald in 1901 on behalf of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society, whose journal he edited, and the Viking Club. The latter was more properly known as The Viking Society for Northern Research; it was founded in 1892, and Collingwood became its President. ​[15]​ And he was also active in British naval intelligence, joining the Admiralty during the First World War. After the war he designed war memorials to commemorate British heroes, often drawing on Nordic designs.​[16]​ Collingwood’s multiple engagements with seafaring demonstrate particularly clearly the close links between an interest in Anglo-Saxon or Viking heritage, the production of new and exciting sea-stories and a commitment to the contemporary potency of the Royal Navy. But he was simply one among many such writers forming public opinion.
4 Young Readers and the Seafarer Tradition
Collingwood is especially important because he became friends in the mid-1890s with a young man called Arthur Ransome, and taught him to sail in his own boat, the Swallow. Ransome went on to write the Swallows and Amazons series of children’s novels, beginning in 1930, basing the child protagonists on Collingwood’s grandchildren. The children are defined by their sailing activities. They play games in which they and other children represent (among others) the Norwegian polar explorer Nansen, the characters of Stevenson’s Treasure Island, imperialist pioneers in Africa and so on. All the books refer to boats and sailing, whether on lakes, rivers or sea: for the children, these are all imaginatively-speaking seas, and they represent freedom, the maturity of being allowed to be responsible for their own safety, and adventure. The books are peppered with nautical expressions and knowledge, some of it learned from the Swallows’ father, a serving naval officer. Ransome came at the end of the tradition of Viking sea stories but we can see his roots in the older tradition, for in 1929 he wrote an adulatory preface to Collingwood’s Thorstein of the Mere explaining in grateful detail how it had inspired his own work.​[17]​  Children of his era thus continued to encounter the tail-end of Viking sea-stories in his immensely popular works.
By the time they reached adulthood, then, most nineteenth- and early twentieth-century British children would have encountered a sea story, tied to their sense of their own identity and nationhood and often relating back directly or indirectly to Viking or Germanic narrative roots. Boys were the primary readers perhaps, but by the time Ransome’s books were written half the crew of Swallow and both Amazon pirates were girls – and girls would arguably always have participated in the reading and the imaginative world of their brothers and cousins. Ransome’s Swallows and Amazons series suggests powerfully that children of all ages and both sexes responded to stories about Vikings and also to those about naval captains, merchants, explorers and seafarers of all kinds such as his female pirate Missee Lee in the novel of that name (1941). In addition to these longer narratives, such children would also have memorised maritime poetry: Hemans’ ‘Casabianca’ (about the Battle of the Nile: ‘The boy stood on the burning deck / Whence all but he had fled / The flame that lit the battle’s wreck / Shone round him o’erhead...’) or another Poet Laureate Masefield’s ‘Sea Fever’ (‘I must go down to the sea again, to the lonely sea and the sky, / And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her by’ from Salt-Water Ballads of 1902).​[18]​ ‘The boy stood on the burning deck’ quotes naval Commander James Bond in Moonraker (1955), ‘I’ve wanted to copy him since I was five’.​[19]​ Maritime literature, then, inspired new generations of seafarers and writers together, like Bond’s creator Ian Fleming, a naval intelligence officer, strategist and Lieutenant and Commander in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.​[20]​ The influence of Norse and Anglo-Saxon cultural history can even be seen residually in the naming of naval hardware: Viking all-terrain vehicles and Seaking helicopters.​[21]​
5 So What Went Wrong?
How did Britain lose this intense focus upon its broader seafaring tradition and, as part of that, its Anglo-Saxon and Norse past? The answer may be in part a naval one: two world wars in which, firstly, Germany was Britain’s adversary, and secondly, naval technologies changed decisively away from the heroic Viking model. 
After 1914 many British writers had no desire to be included in the mythic Germanic/Norse/English family. The work of Rudyard Kipling helps to illustrate the process of severance. As we have seen with Warton and Thomson, the Nordic-Teutonic group was thought to share a common pagan religion, Odinism. And in Kipling’s early career English descent from northern pagans is lovingly dwelt upon. In a story from Rewards and Fairies (1910), Wilfrid, a Northumbrian Christian, has come to Sussex as a missionary to the Jutish South Saxons. He debates weakly with the local lord Meon: ‘My dear man... surely you, as an educated person, don’t believe in Wotan and all the other hobgoblins...?’ In fact, he is right: Meon is doubtful. When a storm wrecks their ship (note the association of the Jutes with the sea) he speculates ‘if this keeps up we shall go to our Gods. I wonder what Wotan will say to me. He must know I don’t believe in him’. Wilfrid, succumbing in a reversed conversion to the pagan ethic of personal loyalty, tells him that he should stand by his gods and paradoxically Meon is converted by this manly attitude. So he tells his people to live as Christians. Kipling’s Sussex Jutes may be foreign and pagan, barbarous in their defiance of logic, but they are funny, well-meaning and ‘they’ will eventually be ‘us’, the English. Coates notes the imaginative appeal of Norse gods for Kipling,​[22]​ whilst Archibald called Kipling’s piety ‘impenetrably Anglo-Saxon... his religion is the faith of Beowulf’​[23]​. As such, behind the comedy is an earnest identification with the Jutes. 

But during the First World War, Nordic-Germanic descent became problematic and paganism started to be figured as savagery. Kipling summed it up in a 1915 short story, ‘Mary Postgate’ and an accompanying poem, ‘The Beginnings’. In the poem we are told how ‘the English began to hate’, the object of their hatred being the Germans. The companion story shows how an Englishwoman allows a German airman to die after he has fallen from his plane. ‘Bloody pagans! They are bloody pagans!’ Mary hisses. But although she thinks the airman German, he speaks French, and it is far from clear that he is hostile.​[24]​ Disturbingly, Mary enjoys killing an imaginary Germanic foe.​[25]​ Kipling’s ‘Beginnings’ has been quoted as an example of the end of the Anglo-Saxon friendship, and the ‘German Ocean’ over which the Saxons came was renamed the ‘North Sea’ in textbooks and on nautical and terrestrial maps.​[26]​ For Ireland, who broadcast the first history lectures on British radio in 1923, the Saxons were now simply ‘warlike barbarians – many of them little more than savages... treacherous neighbours’.​[27]​ This view survived well into the later twentieth century and deepened after the Second World War. In 1963, in a popular history book Hunter Blair – a BBC European correspondent in the 1939-45 war - imagined Saxons and Vikings as economically ‘a disaster’, a ‘barbarian invasion’.​[28]​ They could not read and caused irreparable cultural loss, as Hunter Blair took the trouble to point out in a letter to The Times as late as 1980. ​[29]​ As the American Edison Marshall’s novel The Viking (1952) asserts on the cover of its 1958 edition, ‘looting and ravishing, the barbarous Vikings brought violence in their wake’. Here are sailors whose ‘wake’ is just nasty turbulence, not heroism or sturdy self-reliance. The film of the book also depicted the Norsemen as sadistic and bestial.​[30]​ The ‘Seafarer’ image was irreparably damaged.
The second point made above is also important, however: alongside this disenchantment with the racial family grouped around the German Ocean came the end of the long heyday of the navy from its post-Trafalgar peak. The Nelson cult has been documented variously by Lambert, Knight, Lunn and Day, Colley, Watson and others and the nineteenth-century romance with the navy continued under Victoria and Albert with more frequent Spithead Reviews than in any previous reign. It had a technological aspect, with new types of ship such as HMS Warrior (1861) described by Brownlee succinctly as ‘the first modern battleship’. The image of the ‘battleship’ was fetishised, becoming shorthand for concentrated potency. As Massie shows, the Dreadnought campaign, focused on demanding more ships like HMS Dreadnought, demonstrates the keen involvement of the British press and public in naval matters. So until the First World War the Royal Navy looked like worthy inheritors of Nelson’s tradition, and that was linked up with the Viking past: as late as 1919 the historian Wood wrote complacently that ‘our sea-girt British Empire was chiefly won, and still is chiefly kept, by warriors of the sea-borne "Hardy-Norseman" breed’.​[31]​ 
But there were indicators of malaise, pointedly off the Jutish coast. The Battle of Jutland (1916) was won, but not in a decisive blow: rather, most of the German ships retreated to their ports also claiming victory, whilst Admirals Jellicoe and Beatty fell out. As detractors alleged bitterly, it could have been a new Trafalgar but was instead, as The Naval Review labelled it, a ‘Scandal’.​[32]​ Then, as the American navy grew, Britain was forced to abandon the two-power naval standard (which mandated that the Royal Navy would always be larger than its two nearest competitors put together). In 1921 the Washington Conference agreed a new, limiting ratio for naval power: there was a programme of scrappage and the cancellation of newly-ordered British ships. It was all that could be afforded; and by 1935 Britain was fighting on another hopeless front, trying to limit the growth of other navies by voluntary agreement. Kennedy has documented this rapid and spectacular naval decline. The Second World War offered hope of regaining mythic status, but it was the RAF that emerged with most cultural capital, as the ‘few’ to whom Britain owed its survival, a choice of hero recently re-examined by James, Goulter, Gordon and Sheffield, and Holland. By 1945, whilst naval protection of convoys and set-piece engagements such as the hunt for the Bismarck were seen to be important, duels between battleships were rare. More important was the rise of the aircraft carrier. Alongside the loss of the Viking romance thus came a dispiriting loss of the sleek fleet of muscle-ships reminiscent of longships; they were replaced by a small number of seaborne aircraft-platforms.
And so, with the collapse of several interlinked myths – racial-historical and naval-historical - by the 1950s most British literatures had moved away from the ‘Seafarer’ tradition of writing. The loss of British naval supremacy combined with the perception that early Englishmen were brutal, cultureless thugs meant a decline in interest in their linked poetic and maritime exploits. In the redbrick universities of the 1950s and 1960s there was little interest in setting up departments of Anglo-Saxon and Norse Studies, and even the older universities struggled to maintain their programmes. And eventually Britain’s best-educated opinion-formers, like Wilson and Coren, were celebrating an actual hatred of Anglo-Saxon verse. The problem was that a sea-facing mentality had, by the long association explored here, become part of that cultural package.
6 Curing Sea-Blindness: Some Places to Start
There are, however, exceptions to the demonization of Saxons and Vikings on which it would be helpful to build if Britain is to cure sea-blindness. The Jutes in Sutcliff’s ‘Eagle’ stories, based on Kipling’s Jutes, begin in The Silver Branch as ‘Saxons’, labelled as Germanic without regard for their actual homeland.  They are likened to animals: ‘Sea Wolves’ addicted to plunder ‘with the savage, wild-beast frenzy of their kind’. They recall the U-Boat ‘wolfpacks’ that hunted Sutcliff’s father as a Convoy Commodore during the Second World War. But in the third ‘Eagle’ book, The Lantern Bearers, although the Saxons enslave the protagonist and kill or abduct his family, they also take him into their world. Here we see that the ‘Saxons’ are actually Jutes, with homes and families, and they become ‘wild geese’ as well as ‘wolves’, driven by climatic and economic hardship to sail to new lands. The Lantern Bearers looks forward to a time of reconciliation, though this is still in the future. After all, it was still only 1959 when The Lantern Bearers was published.​[33]​
By the 1980s, attitudes to the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings had warmed somewhat in scholarly circles. Hunter-Blair’s letter to The Times in that year was prompted by an article in the paper. It was titled ‘Finding a Good Word for the Poor Old Vikings’ and reviewed an exhibition of Viking and Anglo-Saxon artefacts at the British Museum.​[34]​ The exhibition was curated by David Wilson, who had been taught by Hunter-Blair at Cambridge in the 1950s but had developed his own more sympathetic understanding of the invaders.​[35]​ This led him to become a scholar of Anglo-Saxon, and he published a major study, Anglo-Saxon Paganism, in 1992 - a subject also studied by North, one of the editors of the angry book on Beowulf. As this revisionist attitude to the ‘poor old Vikings’ shows, all is not lost for the seafaring tradition in scholarly circles: it is just very much on the back foot, and probably still in retreat. In poetic circles, too, the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries have seen signs of returning interest in northern sea-stories. Heaney’s new translation of Beowulf (2000) put the text back on University curricula and into school classrooms. And the translating process reconnected the Nobel Laureate with Anglo-Saxon. Here he describes his epiphany as he looked over the text of the poem:
ELIZABETH FARNSWORTH: And you found words that had actually been words that you knew from childhood, right?
SEAMUS HEANEY: Yeah, that's right... all the people around the district, in the countryside, use words that I gradually began to realize the more I read were Anglo-Saxon words. They would say, for example, of people who had suffered some bereavement, "well, they just have to thole…" "Thole" means "to suffer," but it's there in the glossaries of Anglo-Saxon, "tholian." So between the secret dialect speech of my home ground and the upper level discourse of the Anglo-Saxon textbook in university, there was this commerce. And I felt my own ear, my own language lived between... lived between that country-speak and learned-speak, and therefore, that I had some way of translating it, of carrying over from one to the other. I felt there was, like, a little passport into translating it, you know.​[36]​
Reconnecting his university study with wider culture and the Anglo-Saxon and Viking past, Heaney revealingly chose a seafaring metaphor: he came into port with ‘tholian’. 
‘Tholian’, then, is a small but significant literary key to how culture works in connecting ancient pagan northerners, Anglo-Saxons, Jutes and Vikings, to modern British seafarers and to the fortunes of naval life. The word links not just Beowulf and its modern Irish translator, but also the Anglo-Saxons and Northmen with the sea, and with the suffering ‘Seafarer’ of the poem with which I began. ‘Tholian’ is a word describing suffering and the resistance and endurance necessary to survive hard times because it comes from the notion of the thole-pin: one of two pins fixed into the sides of a boat to guide an oar and the verb ‘to thole’, which means to act as a fulcrum, balancing the oar during rowing. The thole-pin endures as the oars depend upon it and grate against it, wearing it down. But it did not give in as it brought the Saxon seafarers over the German Ocean to Britain; and neither, suggest Seafarers UK, should those who wish Britain to pay more attention to its seafaring past and future now.
One way to achieve this is to recognise that the attitude of most British people to the sea is not determined by technical arguments about hardware and strategy or demonstrable by easily measurable data. Instead it is, in part, swayed by the wider cultural picture surveyed here, and can be tracked through supposedly unrelated media such as poetry, film or novel as I have suggested. People who do not sail for pleasure or serve in the Royal Navy or the merchant marine fleet (and this group includes most cultural commentators, lobbyists and defence ministers) are most likely to experience the sea through these books and films, paintings and advertisements, soap operas and video games. To viewers of the comedy drama series Doc Martin, to pick some random examples, or the detective series Wycliffe, the sea is often present simply as scenery, that nice blue thing glimpsed from the cliffs. In a review titled ‘It’s Always Sunny in Doc Martin’s Town’, for instance, the TV critic of the magazine Stuff commented:
Perhaps the most soothing thing about Doc Martin is that so much of the action takes place to a backdrop of gorgeous, sparkly blue sea, with happy gulls and bobbing fishing boats.​[37]​
The sea may be a site of mild conflict in some episodes: for example when in the 2006 Christmas Special, ‘On the Edge’, a fishing boat is found to be smuggling explosives ashore. But the fishing boat – a decommissioned Irish trawler – looks lovely in painterly shots filmed between waves from a dinghy, and all is quickly resolved by the doctor’s intervention from, revealingly, the cliff top.​[38]​ Feet are not wetted, anti-smuggling naval patrols are certainly not needed, and there is no exploration of such difficult issues as fisheries protection or coastguard cutbacks. This is comedy drama. But then we might ask ourselves the question: why shouldn’t there be a television drama that takes seriously life at sea?
A useful context is the recent, successful tradition of reality shows that document the economic and physical hazards faced by fishermen, stemming from the success of the American series Deadliest Catch (2005-). The British equivalent was the less excitingly-named BBC series Trawlermen (2006-10). In each case, cameras followed the crews of boats through the vicissitudes of finding and catching sufficient crabs or fish to render their activities economically viable, as well as the dangers of storms, malfunctioning gear, heavy labour and long hours. The cultural commentators of the satirical website TV Tropes suggest that such shows provide examples of the trope that may be titled ‘Manly Men Can Fish’. Plots featuring such activities as fishing and hunting, the writers suggest, cause viewers to reflect that ‘men who have become white collar workers and achieved success lose the ability to fix cars, hunt, fish, plumb, or perform carpentry’. Television shows about men who can still perform such tasks thus address this perceived lack, making fishermen, hunters, motor mechanics and so on appear traditionally heroic and labelling them as authentically masculine, American or British heroes. Such a show as Deadliest Catch or Trawlermen thus offers an opportunity to both male and female viewers to experience vicariously the hardy self-sustaining independence of trawling culture and sea life more generally. ​[39]​
In this reading, fishermen become symbols of economic and cultural virility, just as Vikings in former times appealed to readers more likely to work in shops and banks than on boats. The fishermen represent freedom and risk-taking, with which only the most swashbuckling naval activities – not even the British TV series Royal Navy Caribbean Patrol (2011) featuring sun, sea, smugglers and hurricanes – could compete. The nostalgic HMS Ark Royal (2012) was heart-tugging viewing because of the aircraft carrier’s imminent decommissioning and it was made in a lively style reminiscent of shows like the Canadian Mighty Ships which airs worldwide on the Discovery Channel and is now in its sixth season.​[40]​ But neither British naval-based series had the passion and licence of fiction, of ‘The Seafarer’ or ‘Sea Fever’ and neither had a long-term future. Perhaps it is time for edgier activities such as international anti-piracy patrols off Somalia to be made more accessible to broadcasters. But even if this were politically too difficult, a drama series - modelled on the popular British show Warship (1973-7) which incorporated a tie-in to the children’s magazine programme Blue Peter – would fill the cultural gap.​[41]​ Fiction can do what documentary cannot.
Another useful model for re-engaging the British public with the strategic importance of the navy is offered by the most recent James Bond film Skyfall (2012). Skyfall was widely seen as needing to consolidate and permanently re-imagine the filmic Bond franchise for the twenty-first century. Ian Fleming’s 1953 creation had become associated with sexism, racism and imperialism, so much so that despite the success of Daniel Craig’s first film as Bond, Casino Royale (2006), in stripping him of these layers of corruption they proved hard to leave behind decisively in the sequel Quantum of Solace (2008).​[42]​ One way to re-imagine Bond on a more permanent basis was by making his patriotic and masculine attributes more acceptable to a twenty-first century audience, repackaging them as the virtues that they were once seen to be, as with Deadliest Catch. Bond may be occasionally disowned or sacrificed by his employers (and Skyfall made good use of this recurrent trope), but he remains a loyal member of the Royal Navy with Fleming’s rank of Commander, a man driven by duty and deeply committed to his country, right or wrong.​[43]​ 
And as part of reconnecting him with audiences, the creative team led by director Sam Mendes chose to feature a number of allusions to Bond’s status as a naval Commander as part of its re-launch. Visual cues taken from sea-themed painting run throughout the film. For example, the injured and disillusioned Bond meets the new, young Q in the National Gallery, where the camera dwells on Turner’s painting The Fighting Temeraire Tugged to her Last Berth to be Broken Up (1839) at which they are both looking. The Temeraire was a ship of the line which fought at the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805, supporting Horatio Nelson’s flagship Victory and becoming renowned for the capture of two French ships. In the painting, the old warship is shown being towed to the breakers’ yard by a sooty and steaming little tug, her ancient arts of wind and sail replaced by the brute power of the engine. Like the Temeraire, as Q’s teasing discussion of the painting makes clear, Bond appears to be an outmoded piece of state-owned hardware heading for retirement. But the scene begins to challenge this view of him as Q gives Bond an old-fashioned radio and a single, small gun. Established traditions of hardware are seen to be important, and Bond also notes that the judgement of the frontline serviceperson is vital. No backroom button-pushing controller can replace that.
Bond’s basic skills still mean what they always did, then. A long history does not mean that a man or force is obsolete; rather, it confers wisdom and mythic significance, which is also seen to be meaningful. And after Bond’s triumph over the adversaries of Britain, the echo of Trafalgar returns on the wall of the new M’s office. We see a painting of wooden warships in line formation, as in Nelson’s famous strategic deployment. The picture is, as Bridgland suggests, HMS Victory Heavily Engaged at the Battle of Trafalgar, perhaps by Butterworth.​[44]​ Trafalgar and the Temeraire are still relevant, as is Commander Bond and his version of naval service. His fellow intelligence officers also make the point about the need to blend old skills learned in old wars with new ones found in new quarters. The new M, Gareth Mallory, is given a background of service in Northern Ireland to establish his credentials as a fighter rather than a bureaucrat, whilst Eve Moneypenny, although she too may now be desk-bound, is a young, black, female officer with a record of service in the field. Together, and because they combine the merits of old and new, they and Bond promise new victories. The navy still needs its ‘bloody big ship’ as Bond called the Temeraire, and thus also himself. Viewed through well-informed British eyes, perhaps there is even a reference to decommissioned aircraft carriers and the need to rebuild a properly-equipped Royal Navy.​[45]​ Audiences of taxpayers and opinion-formers are thrilled and moved by a sea-story that operates largely through metaphor. A concurrent revival of Viking fiction is also underway in novels, with Low’s Oathsworn saga and Kristian’s Raven series featuring the crews of longships. These are savage tales that offer little beyond adventure, but they suggest a growing market for ‘Seafarer’ fiction.​[46]​
7 Conclusion
If Britain is to address what Seafarers UK called ‘sea blindness’ then it will need new histories, films, novels and poems which leave behind old stereotypes but tell in new ways old stories of seafarers. Scholars will need to revive study of Britain’s existing maritime classics. And advocates for maritime interests will need to look to areas of culture not usually studied by defence analysts or historians. Fiction cannot change the national economic picture, which is one of managed decline, but it can win hearts and minds which make some options politically necessary or politically impossible according to circumstance. As this article has shown, the link between seafarer fictions, national myths and the strength of Britain’s maritime fortunes has always been a strong one.
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